Jake Corman
Yeah, reviewing a books Jake Corman could grow your close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out does not recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as capably as covenant even more than other will come up with the money for each success. adjacent to, the broadcast as well as perspicacity of this Jake Corman can be taken as well as picked to act.
reveals the toll of a college's investment in major sports, and the amateurism myth
upon which it is based. Based on dozens of original interviews and thousands of
pages of documents, Discredited demonstrates just how far a university will go to
preserve the athletic status quo: tolerating tarnished careers, ruined reputations,
and years of scathing media criticism—all for a shot at competitive glory.
"A breathless, exhilarating crash course in the low morality of high
In Paramedics On and Off the Streets, Michael K. Corman embarks on an
finance" (Independent) Serious Money is perhaps Caryl Churchill's most
institutional ethnography of the complex, mundane, intricate, and exhilarating work
notorious play. A satirical study of the effects of the Big Bang, it
of paramedics in Calgary, Alberta. Corman’s comprehensive research includes
premiered at the Royal Court in 1987 and transferred to the West End.
more than 200 hours of participant observation ride-alongs with paramedics over a
Since then, it has prompted city financiers the world over to applaud and
period of eleven months, more than one hundred first hand interviews with
decry its presentation of their lives. British Telecom refused to provide
paramedics, and thirty-six interviews with other emergency medical personnel
telephones for the Wyndham's production, writing to say that "This is a
including administrators, call-takers and dispatchers, nurses, and doctors. At the
production with which no public company would wish to be associated".
heart of this ethnography are questions about the role of paramedics in urban
Considers the ephemeral nature of the cinematic experience as we now
environments, the role of information and communication technologies in
apprehend it, and examines the ways in which technological advances in
contemporary health care governance, and the organization and accountability of
film and moving image production have changed this experience over the
pre-hospital medical services. Paramedics On and Off the Streets is the first
course of the last thirty-odd years.
“A gripping ground-level narrative…a marvel of reporting: tightly wound… institutional ethnography to explore the role and increasing importance of
but also panoramic.”—Washington Post “A lean, fast-paced and important
paramedics in our healthcare system. It takes readers on a journey into the
account of the chaotic final weeks.”—New York Times In The Steal, veteran everyday lives of EMS personnel and provides an in-depth sociological analysis of
journalists Mark Bowden and Matthew Teague offer a week-by-week, state-by-the work of pre-hospital health care professionals in the twenty-first century.
state account of the effort to overturn the 2020 presidential election.
Softcops renders the philosophy of Foucault as a music-hall turn and Victorian
In the sixty-four days between November 3 and January 6, President Donald
freakshow "theatre and history combine to give such intelligent fun" (TLS); Top
Trump and his allies fought to reverse the outcome of the vote. Focusing
Girls brings five great and less-than-great women from history together for a
on six states—Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, Pennsylvania, and
Wisconsin—Trump’s supporters claimed widespread voter fraud. Caught up in dinner party and "has a combination of directness and complexity which keeps you
both emotionally and intellectually alert" (Sunday Times); Fen scrutinises the lives
this effort were scores of activists, lawyers, judges, and state and
local officials. Working with a team of researchers and reporters, Bowden of the low-paid women potato pickers of the fens (in Eastern England) and "the
and Teague uncover never-before-told accounts from the election officials playwright pins down her poetic subject matter in dialogue of impressive vigour
and economy" (Financial Times) while Serious Money is a satirical study of the
fighting to do their jobs amid outlandish claims and threats to
themselves, their colleagues, and their families. The Steal is an
effects of the Big Bang - "Pure genius...the first play about the city to capture the
engaging, in-depth report on what happened during those crucial nine
authentic atmosphere of the place." (Daily Telegraph)
weeks and a portrait of the dedicated individuals who did their duty and Issues for Debate in American Public Policy
stood firm against the unprecedented, sustained attack on our election
Pennsylvanian
system and ensured that every legal vote was counted and that the will of The Steal
the people prevailed.
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The acclaimed author of the Silas Cade Thrillers introduces Finn, a thief who’s about to
learn that when you steal big, there’s always a downside. In an age of cybercrime, Finn is
the last hardhat. He’s a professional thief with a unique specialty: He only steals big
things—autoracks, factory lines, machinery. You might call what he does “heavy lifting.” And
he’s no stranger to the downside of his chosen profession; he’s done seven years’ hard
time to prove it. Fresh out of prison and flat broke, Finn has a line on his biggest job ever. A
beautiful woman with her own agenda has put him back in touch with a shady Wall Street
billionaire. The job? Breaking into a private commodities vault and hauling out fifty million
dollars worth of the precious metal rhodium. It’s big, it’s heavy, and it’ll pull a lot of
exposure. In other words, it’s right up Finn’s alley. The vault is located underground in a
high-security rail yard in New Jersey. The plan? Tunnel in. But there’s only one group that
can get it done, and Finn will have to call in the crackerjack team that landed him in prison
in the first place: Asher, a cranky oilfield driller; Corman, a bearlike railway man; and Jake,
a charismatic machinery expert—joined by Nicola, a female hacker who alternates between
white and black hats. Cracking the most heavily guarded private vault in North America? No
problem. Hauling fifty million dollars in precious metal out past guards, dozens of
policemen, and an armored SWAT battalion? Even easier. But navigating the betrayals of
double-crossing partners, the machinations of a hedge-fund billionaire gone bad, and the
ambiguous proposals of a woman with her own agenda? That’s when things get twisty.
This is the heist that will truly test Finn’s mettle, and he’ll need nerves of steel just to get
out alive. But he’s sure of one thing: This time, there’s got to be an upside. Says Brad
Thor, “If you like Nelson DeMille, you will love Mike Cooper.” From the author of
Clawback—hailed by Library Journal as “a fast-moving thriller leavened by wit” and starring
an unforgettable blue-collar antihero—The Downside hurtles along at a breakneck speed.
Interest in the Jerry Sandusky child abuse scandal swept the nation when the highlyrespected Penn State University football coach and founder of a children’s charity was
charged with 51 criminal counts involving 10 prepubescent boys. To Believe a Kid is not
merely an exposé of the horrific victimizations told with compelling conviction by the abused
but, more importantly, an excellent resource about pedophilia, why sexually abused
children rarely disclose, and the long-term effects upon kids. Designed for every citizen
raising or working with children, the book details how sports organizations, parents, and
educators can better protect kids. It reveals legislative and social responses to this
landmark case and describes how PSU stepped forward to lead in the detection, education,
and prevention of CSA. Some proceeds will benefit the National Sexual Violence Resource
Center (NSVRC).
Jerry Parkinson spent nearly ten years, from 2000 to 2010, as a member of the NCAA’s
Division I Committee on Infractions, participating in over one hundred major infractions
cases. He came away from that experience—and the experience of reading extensive
commentary on infractions cases—with the conviction that most observers do not
understand the NCAA’s rules-enforcement process, despite the amount of public attention
many major cases receive. Parkinson uses his insider’s perspective, along with illustrative
stories, to help readers understand how the NCAA’s rules-enforcement process really
works. These stories include: a university board of trustees chair committing suicide over
an infractions case; a pay-for-play scandal leading directly to the state’s governor; a head
coach falsely portraying a deceased player as a drug dealer to cover up the coach’s own
misconduct; a gambler laundering his money by making the largest booster payments in
NCAA history; and a coach’s sexual abuse of children leading to some of the harshest
sanctions ever imposed by the NCAA. Based on years of experience and infused with
insight, Parkinson provides a broad view of the world of NCAA rule breakers and the NCAA
rules-enforcement process.
The Downside
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In 2009, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was on top of the world.
Consistently named one of the top universities in the country, it had welcomed a
new phenom of a chancellor who promised to lead the public Ivy into the future. In
the all-important athletic realm, the Tar Heels were the Coca-Cola of athletic
brands. Resting upon the legacy of legendary basketball coach Dean Smith, UNC
had carved out a reputation of excellence paired with squeaky-clean adherence to
the rules. Supporters had a name for that irresistible ethos: the Carolina Way. The
Tar Heels were climbing even higher. That year, they won their fifth national
championship in men's basketball and looked poised to climb the ranks in football
under a new, high-powered coach. But within just a few years, it all came crashing
down. The Tar Heels' success, it turned out, was based on a foundation of deceit.
Athletes were flocking to a slate of fake classes that advisers deftly used to keep
them eligible to play. That revelation and others metastasized into one of the most
damaging scandals ever to visit an American college. In Discredited, journalist
Andy Thomason provides a gripping and authoritative retelling of the scandal
through the eyes of four of its key participants: the secretary who presided over
the fake classes, the professor who directed players toward them, the literacy
specialist turned whistleblower who sought to expose the system, and the
chancellor who found his career suddenly on the line. The heart-stopping narrative
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The United States spends more on programs for the elderly than it does on programs that enhance child
development and improve child welfare. Why has public policy neglected the development phase of young
Americans' lives not only in substantive dollars spent, but also in program design and implementation? Noted
child care and education policy expert William Gormley highlights the portrayal of children's issues in both
the mass media and in public policymaking to explain why children have gotten short shrift. A key
explanation is the limited mass media coverage of strong arguments in support of children's programs. After
documenting changes in rhetoric on children and public policy over time and variations across policy
domains and government venues, Gormley demonstrates that some "issue frames" are more effective than
others in persuading voters. In two randomized experiments, he finds that "economic" frames are more
effective than "moralistic" frames in generating public support for children's programs. Independent voters
are especially responsive to economic frames. In several illuminating case studies, in Connecticut, Utah,
North Carolina, and Pennsylvania, he finds that strong rhetoric makes a difference but that it is sometimes
eclipsed by even stronger political and economic constraints. Voices for Children offers a fresh perspective
on raging debates over child health, child poverty, child welfare, and education programs at the federal and
state levels. It finds some hopeful examples that could transform how we think about children's issues and the
kinds of public policies we adopt.
The Proceedings of the State Horticultural Association of Pennsylvania were issued as one number of the
News, from 1924-1959.
The threat posed by the January 6, 2021, storming of the United States Capitol is part of an ongoing threat
that seeks to overthrow the results of the 2020 election and lay the groundwork to shape the outcome of
future elections. Behind this threat to US democracy are radical right-wing extremists and the Patriot Caucus
headed by General Michael Flynn. The Official Michael T. Flynn Report to the DOJ details the sinister and
disturbing attempt to transform America from a democracy to an autocracy.
A History of College Athletic Scholarships
The UNC Scandal and College Athletics' Amateur Ideal
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athletic program operating free of oversight, university officials faced criminal charges while
unprecedented NCAA sanctions hammered Penn State football and blackened the reputation of coach
Joe Paterno. In Wounded Lions , acclaimed sport historian and longtime Penn State professor Ronald A.
Smith draws from university archives to answer the How? and Why? at the heart of the scandal. The
Sports are inspiring and uplifting. They can also bring out some of the worst characteristics in
Sandusky case was far from the first example of illegal behavior related to the football program--or the
human nature: narcissism, prejudice, greed. This book looks at the major sports scandals in
university's attempts to suppress news of it. As Smith shows, decades of infighting among administrators,
modern American history, from the Black Sox fix of 1919 to the current concussion crisis in the alumni, trustees, faculty, and coaches established policies intended to protect the university, and the
NFL. Presents detailed, definitive descriptions of famous sports crises, allowing readers to
football team considered synonymous with its name, at all costs. If the habits predated Paterno, they also
became sanctified during his tenure. Smith names names to show how abuses of power warped the "Penn
recognize the inaccuracies in the rumors surrounding these events in order to fully understand
State Way" even with hires like women's basketball coach Rene Portland, who allegedly practiced sexual
what happened Covers scandals and controversial situations that arose in professional and
bias against players for decades. Smith also details a system that concealed Sandusky's horrific acts just as
collegiate athletics Highlights how some of the smartest administrators in the public sphere
have responded to an unexpected crisis Presents information of interest not only to sports fans deftly as it whitewashed years of rules violations, coaching malfeasance, and player crime while Paterno set
records and raised hundreds of millions of dollars for the university.
and sports administrators but also to organizational communications professionals, crisis
Identifying the negative effects of the detection of hypocrisy at individual and institutional levels, the
management professionals, public relations specialists, and general communication studies
author engages with the work of Goffman to argue for the importance of trust in institutions, underlining
students
the necessity of minimizing and correcting hypocritical acts by which this is undermined. A detailed study
Introduction / Wendy Wasserstein -- Getting out / Marsha Norman -- My sister in this house / of hypocrisy and the need for trust, this volume will appeal to scholars and students of sociology with
Wendy Kesselman -- Coyote ugly / Lynn Siefert -- Ourselves alone / Anne Devlin -- Serious
interests in social and moral conduct, sport, religion, Goffman and the notion of social life as artifice.
money / Caryl Churchill -- The Heidi chronicles / Wendy Wasserstein -- Our country's good / Outstanding Winners and Runners-up for the Susan Smith Blackburn Prize, 1978-1990
Timberlake Wertenbaker - - Keeping Tom nice / Lucy Gannon.
Selections from CQ Researcher
Written by award-winning CQ Researcher journalists, this collection of non-partisan reports
The American Philatelist
offers an in-depth examination of today’s most pressing policy issues.
Slocum #310: Slocum and the Teton Temptress
Rule Violations, Unethical Conduct, and Enforcement in the NCAA
The Sociology of Hypocrisy
Serious Money
Joe Paterno, Jerry Sandusky, and the Crises in Penn State Athletics
Transformation of the Pennsylvania Army National Guard's 56th Brigade Into a Stryker Brigade The Best American Magazine Writing 2021 presents outstanding journalism and commentary that
reckon with urgent topics, including COVID-19 and entrenched racial inequality. In “The Plague
Combat Team
Year,” Lawrence Wright details how responses to the pandemic went astray (New Yorker). Lizzie
Brass Log
Presser reports on “The Black American Amputation Epidemic” (ProPublica). In powerful essays, the
Comprehensive Guide to Pennsylvania Legislators
novelist Jesmyn Ward processes her grief over her husband’s death against the backdrop of the
The Best American Magazine Writing 2021
pandemic and antiracist uprisings (Vanity Fair), and the poet Elizabeth Alexander considers “The
In this in-depth look at the heated debates over paying college athletes, Ronald A. Smith starts at Trayvon Generation” (New Yorker). Aymann Ismail delves into how “The Store That Called the
the beginning: the first intercollegiate athletics competition—a crew regatta between Harvard and Cops on George Floyd” dealt with the repercussions of the fatal call (Slate). Mitchell S. Jackson
Yale—in 1852, when both teams received an all-expenses-paid vacation from a railroad magnate. scrutinizes the murder of Ahmaud Arbery and how running fails Black America (Runner’s World).
This striking opening sets Smith on the path of a story filled with paradoxes and hypocrisies that The anthology features remarkable reporting, such as explorations of the cases of children who
plays out on the field, in meeting rooms, and in courtrooms—and that ultimately reveals that any disappeared into the depths of the U.S. immigration system for years (Reveal) and Oakland’s efforts to
insistence on amateurism is invalid, because these athletes have always been paid, one way or
rethink its approach to gun violence (Mother Jones). It includes selections from a Public Books special
another. From that first contest to athletes’ attempts to unionize and California’s recent laws, issue that investigate what 2020’s overlapping crises reveal about the future of cities. Excerpts from
Marie Claire’s guide to online privacy examine topics from algorithmic bias to cyberstalking to
Smith shows that, throughout the decades, undercover payments, hiring professional coaches,
and breaking the NCAA’s rules on athletic scholarships have always been part of the game. He employees’ rights. Aisha Sabatini Sloan’s perceptive Paris Review columns explore her family history
explores how the regulation of student-athletes has shifted; how class, race, and gender played a in Detroit and the toll of a brutal past and present. Sam Anderson reflects on a unique pop figure in
role in these transitions; and how the case for amateurism evolved from a moral argument to one “The Weirdly Enduring Appeal of Weird Al Yankovic” (New York Times Magazine). The collection
concludes with Susan Choi’s striking short story “The Whale Mother” (Harper’s Magazine).
concerned with financially and legally protecting college sports and the NCAA. Timely and
A black-hearted woman makes Slocum see red… In the shadows of the Grand Tetons, Jackson Hole is
thought-provoking, The Myth of the Amateur is essential reading for college sports fans and
no place to spend a winter. But, it’s where Slocum hoofs it after getting a desperate letter from his friend
scholars.
Hovis Benton. A swamper at the Silvertip Saloon, Benton appears to have gotten himself in some hot
A Study Guide for Caryl Churchill's "Serious Money," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama water. A hangout for trail tramps and glitter gals, the Silvertip is owned by the beautiful—and
For Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author
deadly—Gloria Vespa. She and her bunch of cutthroats are responsible for more missing men than a
biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. whiteout—including Benton. What could make such a heavenly looking woman so sinful? It doesn’t
For any literature project, trust Drama For Students for all of your research needs.
take Slocum long to find out. Indian gold. In them thar hills…
Jake is a mountain man in 1838 Colorado who finds he is dying from Cancer. He isn't given
Meditations on the Moving Image
much time to live, and doc says it is going to be painful. He sends him off with some medicine to Jake Hardy
help cope with the pain. Instead of going home to die, Jake decides to set out on a last adventure A Study Guide for Caryl Churchill's "Serious Money"
to find the perfect secluded valley for his final resting place. His best friend, Joe Barnes, won't let Pennsylvania Township News
Environmental Impact Statement
him go alone, and he brings along a deaf mute girl named Beth. Along the way they save some
children from hostile Indians, guide a wagon train to safety, spend time with old friends, and settle General Flynn’s Ongoing Treason & Domestic Terrorism Efforts in Overturning the 2020 U.S. Election
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an old score with a past friend.
Official Michael T. Flynn Report to the DOJ
An Analysis of Sport and Religion
The Pennsylvania Manual
Understanding the Jerry Sandusky Case and Child Sexual Abuse
Rhetoric and Public Policy
Contemporary Plays by Women
Describes the compensation, prerequisites, perks, risks, and practical information associated with such
unusual occupations as geisha, helicopter traffic reporter, pooper scooper, cryptographer, bicycle
messenger, sports mascot, and Hollywood stuntperson
The Jerry Sandusky child molestation case stunned the nation. As subsequent revelations uncovered an
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